
Each word in the box has one or more words that 
sound like it. Words that sound alike but have  
different spellings and meanings are called: 

___________________ 

plain    principal   break   sea    reign   write    right 
straight   hole  see  plane  strait  which   they´re 

principle   whose   rain    rein   capital   brake   their 
who´s     whole     witch     there     capitol 

Say each word from the box and study the letters              
carefully. Spell the word to yourself and then write it 

below. Put the homonyms together. 

____________/___________   ____________/___________ 
____________/___________   ____________/___________ 
____________/___________   ____________/___________ 
____________/___________   ____________/___________ 
____________/___________   ____________/___________          

____________/___________/___________ 
____________/___________/___________ 



Say each word from the box and study the letters              
carefully. Spell the word to yourself and then write it 

below. Put the homonyms together. 

plain/plane            break/brake 
see/sea              write/right                    
straight/strait      hole/whole         
which/witch                 whose/who´s   
capital/capitol       principle/principal 
   
    they´re/their/there      
    reign/rein/rain         



Use a word from the box in each blank. Make sure you 
know what the word means. The context of the                  
sentence will help you choose the right word.  

You might add an ending. 

plain    principal   break   sea    reign   write    right 
straight   hole  see  plane  strait  which   they´re 

principle   whose   rain    rein   capital   brake   their 
who´s     whole     witch     there     capitol 

1. Use a ____________letter when you write to  

      the govenor at the ____________building. 

2. The__________of our school is the one__________ 

      in charge. 

3. Be sure to choose the ____________word  

      before you____________it. 

4. The coachman held the ___________ ___________ 

      up in the air. 

5. _____________parents called and told them that 

      _____________very pleased with the news 

      that they received in today´s mail. 

6. The ______________ audience cheered when 

the wicked_____________fell through the 

      _______________ and disappeared. 



Use a word from the box in each blank. Make sure 
 you know what the word means. The context of the                  

sentence will help you choose the right word.                  
You might add an ending. 

plain    principal   break   sea    reign   write    right 
straight   hole  see  plane  strait  which   they´re 

principle   whose   rain    rein   capital   brake   their 
who´s     whole     witch     there     capitol 

1.   The _____________flew over miles of  

      endless__________ fields on its way to  

 California. 

2. He did not mean to ___________ the cup,                      

      as you can _____________,it was an accident.                              

3.   We could not find the Bering _______________on  

      the map. Is it near Alaska? 

4. The boys live in a big house by the  

 Mediterranean_______________. 

5.   Do you understand the _____________behind 

      ______________and the water cycle? 

6.   The Homecoming King and Queen will 

      ______________for one month. 



Use a word from the box in each blank.  

1. capital capitol 
2. principal  who´s 
3. right  write 
4. reins  straight 
5. Their  they´re  
6. whole  witch  hole 

1. plane  plain 
2. break  see 
3. Strait 
4. sea 
5. principle  rain 
6. reign 


